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We consider the fractional generalizations of equation that defines the medium mass. We prove that
the fractional integrals can be used to describe the media with noninteger mass dimensions. Using
fractional integrals, we derive the fractional generalization of the Chapman–Kolmogorov equation
sSmolukhovski equationd. In this paper fractional Fokker–Planck equation for fractal media is
derived from the fractional Chapman–Kolmogorov equation. Using the Fourier transform, we get
the Fokker–Planck–Zaslavsky equations that have fractional coordinate derivatives. The Fokker–
Planck equation for the fractal media is an equation with fractional derivatives in the dual space.
© 2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1886325g

The application of fractals in physics is far ranging, from
the dynamics of fluids in porous media to resistivity net-
works in electronics. The cornerstone of fractals is the
meaning of dimension, specifically the fractal dimension.
Fractal dimension can be best calculated by box counting
methods which means drawing a box of sizeR and count-
ing the mass inside. Fractal models of media are enjoying
considerable popularity. This is due in part to the rela-
tively small number of parameters that can define a frac-
tal medium of great complexity and rich structure. De-
rivatives and integrals of fractional order have found
many applications in recent studies of scaling phenom-
ena. It is interesting to use fractional integration to con-
sider the fractional generalizations of the equations that
describe fractal media. We use the fractional integrals to
describe fractal media with noninteger mass dimensions.
The fractional integrals can be used not only to calculate
the mass dimensions of fractal media. Fractional integra-
tion can be used to describe the dynamical processes in
the fractal media. Using fractional integrals, we derive
the fractional generalization of the Chapman–
Kolmogorov equation (Smolukhovski equation). The
fractional Fokker–Planck equation for fractal media is
derived from the fractional Chapman–Kolmogorov equa-
tion. Using the Fourier transform, we get the Fokker–
Planck–Zaslavsky equations that have coordinate frac-
tional derivatives.

I. INTRODUCTION

The application of fractals in physics1–4 is far ranging,
from the dynamics of fluids in porous media to resistivity
networks in electronics. Derivatives and integrals of frac-
tional order have found many applications in recent studies
of scaling phenomena.2,3,5–9

The natural questions arise: What could be the physical
meaning of the fractional integration? This physical meaning
can be the following: the fractional integration can be con-
sidered as an integration in some fractional space. In order to

use this interpretation we must define a fractional space. The
first interpretation of the fractional space is connected with
fractional dimension space. The fractional dimension inter-
pretation follows from the formulas for dimensional regular-
izations. If we use the well-known formulas for dimensional
regularizations,10 then we get that the fractional integration
can be considered as an integration in the fractional dimen-
sion space11 up to the numerical factorGsa /2d / f2pa/2Gsadg.
This interpretation was suggested in Ref. 11.

In this paper we use the second physical interpretation of
the coordinate fractional integration. This interpretation fol-
lows from the fractional measure of space11 that is used in
the fractional integrals. We consider the mass fractional di-
mension and the fractional generalizations of the equation
that defines the medium mass. We use the fractional integrals
to describe fractal media with noninteger mass dimensions.12

Using fractional integrals, we derive the fractional generali-
zation of Chapman–Kolmogorov equationsSmolukhovski
equationd. In this paper the fractional generalization of
Fokker–Planck equation is derived from the fractional
Chapman–Kolmogorov equation. Using the Fourier trans-
form, we derive the Fokker–Planck–Zaslavsky equations2,3

that have fractional coordinate derivatives. The Fokker–
Planck equation for the fractal media is an equation with
fractional derivatives in the dual space.

In Sec. II, the definition of the mass dimension and the
fractional generalization of the media mass equation are con-
sidered. In Sec. III, we derive the fractional generalization of
the average values equation. In Sec. IV, the fractional
Chapman–Kolmogorov equation is derived by using frac-
tional integration. In Sec. V, the fractional Fokker–Planck
equation for the fractal media is derived from the suggested
fractional Chapman–Kolmogorov equation. In Sec. V we use
only the fractional power coordinate derivatives. The frac-
tional derivatives are used only in Sec. VII. In Sec. VI, the
stationary solution of the Fokker–Planck equation for fractal
media are derived. In Sec. VIII, we consider Fokker–Planck–
Zaslavsky equations with fractional coordinate derivatives.
We derived these equations by the Fourier transform of the
Fokker–Planck equations for fractal media.adElectronic mail: tarasov@theory.sinp.msu.ru
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II. MASS FRACTAL MEDIA AND FRACTIONAL
INTEGRAL

Equations that define the fractal dimensions have the
passage to the limit. This passage makes difficult the practi-
cal application to the real fractal media. The other dimen-
sions, which can be easy calculated from the experimental
data, are used in empirical investigations. For example, the
mass fractal dimension13,14 can be easily calculated. The
properties of the fractal media like mass obeys a power law
relation

MsRd = kRDm, s1d

whereM is the mass of fractal medium,R is a box sizesor a
sphere radiusd, and Dm is a mass fractal dimension. The
amount of mass of a medium inside a box of sizeR has a
power law relations1d.

Fractal dimension can be best calculated by box count-
ing which means drawing a box of sizeR and counting the
mass inside. To calculate the mass fractal dimension, take the
logarithm of both sides of Eq.s1d: Dm=lnsMd / lnsRd. Log–
log plot of M andR gives us the slopeDm, the fractal dimen-
sion. When we graph lnsMd as a function of lnsRd we get a
value of aboutDm which is the fractal dimension of fractal
media.

Let us prove that power law relations1d can be naturally
derived by using the fractional integral approach.11 Let us
derive the fractional generalization of the equation, which
defines the mass of medium that is distributed on the line
−sR/2d,x, sR/2d and has the form

M1sRd =E
−R/2

R/2

rsxddx, s2d

wherersxdPL1sR1d. This equation can be written in the fol-
lowing form:

M1sRd =E
−R/2

y

rsxddx+E
y

R/2

rsxddx. s3d

Using the notations15 for fractional integrals

sIR/2+
a rdsyd =

1

GsadE−R/2

y rsxddx

sy − xd1−a ,

sIR/2−
a rdsyd =

1

GsadEy

R/2 rsxddx

sx − yd1−a ,

where −sR/2d,y, sR/2d, we can rewrite Eq.s3d in the
form

M1sRd = sIR/2+
1 rdsyd + sIR/2−

1 rdsyd.

The fractional generalization of this equation is defined by

MasRd = sIR/2+
a rdsyd + sIR/2−

a rdsyd, s4d

where rsxdPLpsR1d, and 1,p,1/a. The initial points in
Eq. s4d are set to zerosy=0d. As the result, we can rewrite
Eq. s4d in an equivalent form

MasRd =
1

GsadE0

R/2

frsxd + rs− xdgxa−1 dx.

In order to describe the fractal media, we suggest to use
the fractional continuous medium model.12 We propose12 to
describe fractal media by a “fractional” continuous medium
model where all characteristics are defined everywhere in the
volume but they follow some generalized equations which
are derived by using fractional integrals.

If we use Eq.s4d and use the constant density distribu-
tion frsxd=r0=constg for homogeneous fractal media, then
we get

MasRd =
r02

1−a

aGsad
Ra.

We have that the mass fractal dimensionDm=a, and k
=r02

1−a / faGsadg in Eq. s1d. The fractional generalization of
the equations for fractal media in the three-dimensional
space are considered in Ref. 12 and in the Appendix of this
paper.

The fractional integrals can be used to describe fractal
media with noninteger mass dimensions.12 The fractional in-
tegrals can be used not only to calculate the mass dimensions
of fractal media. Fractional integration can be used to de-
scribe the dynamical processes in the fractal media. Using
the fractional integrals,11 we can derive the fractional gener-
alizations of the Chapman–Kolmogorov and Fokker–Planck
equations.

III. FRACTIONAL AVERAGE VALUES

In order to derive the fractional analog of average value
we consider the fractional integral for the functionAsxd. The
usual average value

kAl1 =E
−`

+`

Asxdrsxddx s5d

can be written in the form

kAl1 =E
−`

y

Asxdrsxddx+E
y

+`

Asxdrsxddx. s6d

Using the following notations for the fractional integrals,

sI+
afdsyd =

1

GsadE−`

y fsxddx

sy − xd1−a , s7d

sI−
afdsyd =

1

GsadEy

+` fsxddx

sx − yd1−a , s8d

the average values6d can be rewritten in the form

kAl1syd = sI+
1Ardsyd + sI−

1Ardsyd.

The fractional generalization of this equation can be defined
by the equation

kAlasyd = sI+
aArdsyd + sI−

aArdsyd. s9d

Note that Eq.s9d can be written11 in the equivalent form,

kAlasyd =E
0

+`

fsArdsy − xd + sArdsy + xdgdmasxd, s10d

where we use
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dmasxd =
uxua−1dx

Gsad
=

dxa

aGsad
.

Here we use the following notation for fractional power of
coordinates:

xa = bsxdsxda = sgnsxduxua, s11d

wherebsxd=fsgnsxdga−1. The function sgnsxd is equal to +1
for xù0, and this function is equal to −1 forx,0.

In order to have the symmetric limits of the integral we
consider average values10d in the form

kAlasyd =
1

2
E

−`

+`

fsArdsy − xd + sArdsy + xdgdmasxd. s12d

If a=1, then we have the usual equation for the average
value.

Let us introduce some notations in order to simplify the
equation for the fractional average value. We use the integral

operatorsÎ x
a that is defined by

Î x
afsxd =

1

2
E

−`

+`

ffsxd + fs− xdgdmasxd. s13d

In this case, fractional generalization of the average value
s12d can be rewritten in the form

kAla = Î x
aAsxdrsxd. s14d

We will use the initial points in Eq.s4d that are set to zero
sy=0d. Note that the fractional normalization condition11 is a
special case of this definition of average valuesk1la=1.

IV. FRACTIONAL CHAPMAN–KOLMOGOROV
EQUATION

The Fokker–Planck equation can be derived from so-
called Chapman–Kolmogorov equationsalso known as
Smolukhovski equationd.16–18 This equation may be inter-
preted as the condition of consistency of distribution func-
tions of different orders.

Kolmogorov16,17 derived a kinetic equation using a spe-
cial scheme and conditions that are important for kinetics.
Let Wsx,t ;x0,t0d be a probability density of having a particle
at the positionx at timet if the particle was at the positionx0

at time t0ø t.
Denote byrsx,td the distribution functions for the given

time t. Let us consider two well-known identities

rsx,td =E
−`

+`

dx8 Wsx,tux8,t8drsx8,t8d, E
−`

+`

rsx,td = 1.

s15d

Using notations13d, we can rewrite these equations in the
form

rsx,td = Î x8
1 Wsx,tux8,t8drsx8,t8d, Î x

1rsx,td = 1.

Therefore we can get the fractional generalization of Eqs.
s15d in the form

rsx,td = Î x8
a Wsx,tux8,t8drsx8,t8d. s16d

This equation is the definition of conditional distribution
functionWsx,t ux8 ,t8d for the fractal medium referring to dif-
ferent time instants. The normalization condition for the
functionsWsx,t ux8 ,t8d andrsx,td has the form

Î x
aWsx,tux8,t8d = 1, Î x

arsx,td = 1. s17d

Substituting into the right-hand side of Eq.s16d the value of
rsx8 ,t8d expressed via the distributionrsx0,t0d at an earlier
time,

rsx8,t8d = Î x0

a Wsx8,t8ux0,t0drsx0,t0d, s18d

we obtain the integral relation which includes the intermedi-
ate pointx8,

rsx,td = Î x8
a Î x0

a Wsx,tux8,t8dWsx8,t8ux0,t0drsx0,t0d. s19d

Using Eq.s19d and Eq.s16d in the form

rsx,td = Î x0

a Wsx,tux0,t0drsx0,t0d, s20d

we can derive a closed equation for transition probabilities

Î x0

a Wsx,tux0,t0drsx0,t0d = Î x8
a Î x0

a Wsx,tux8,t8d

3Wsx8,t8ux0,t0drsx0,t0d.

Since the equation holds for arbitraryrsx0,t0d, we may
equate the integrand. As the result, we get the fractional
Chapman–Kolmogorov equation

Wsx,tux0,t0d = Î x8
a Wsx,tux8,t8dWsx8,t8ux0,t0d. s21d

This equation describes the Markov-type process in the frac-
tal medium that is described by the continuous medium
model.12 Using this fractional equation we can derive the
fractional Fokker–Plank equation.

V. FRACTIONAL FOKKER–PLANCK EQUATION FROM
FRACTIONAL CHAPMAN–KOLMOGOROV
EQUATION

Let us consider the fractional generalization average
value s14d for the functionAsxd,

kAla = Î x
aAsxdrsx,td. s22d

We will use the initial points set to zerosy=0d. Using Eq.
s16d in the form

rsx,td = Î x0

a Wsx,tux0,t0drsx0,t0d, s23d

we get the average value

kAla = Î x
aAsxdÎ x0

a Wsx,tux0,t0drsx0,t0d.

We can rewrite this equation in the form

kAla = Î x0

a rsx0,t0dÎ x
aAsxdWsx,tux0,t0d. s24d

Let us consider the Taylor expansion of functionAsxd. If
we use this expansion in the form
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Asxd = Asx0 + Dxd = Asx0d + S ]Asxd
]x

D
x0

Dx

+
1

2
S ]2Asxd

s]xd2 D
x0

sDxd2 + ¯ , s25d

whereDx=x−x0, then the fractional integration by parts of
Eq. s24d cannot be realized in the simple form. It can be
assumed11 that the functionA has the formA=Asxad. The
Taylor expansion can be used in the form

Asxad = Asx0
a + Dxad = Asx0

ad + S ]Asxad
]xa D

x0

Dxa

+
1

2
S ]2Asxad

s]xad2 D
x0

sDxad2 + ¯ , s26d

whereDxa=xa−x0
a, andxa=sgnsxduxua is defined by Eq.s11d.

Here and later, we use the following notations for derivatives
of fractional power of coordinates:

]

]xa =
uxu1−a

a

]

]x
. s27d

Note that these derivatives are the derivatives of fractal order
in the dual spaces“momentum representation”d. The expan-
sions26d is equivalent to the usual Taylor expansion. In order
to prove this proposition, we consider the Taylor expansion
for xa that has the form

Dxa = xa − x0
a = S ]xa

]x
D

x0

Dx +
1

2
S ]2xa

s]xd2D
x0

sDxd2 + ¯ .

s28d

Substituting Eq.s28d into Eq. s26d, we get the usual Taylor
expansions25d. If we use the usual Taylor expansions25d,
then the integration by parts in Eq.s24d is more complicated.
If we use the Taylor expansion for the fractional power of
coordinates, then the integration by parts in Eq.s24d can be
realized in the simple form,

Î x
aBsxd

]Asxad
]xa =E

−`

+` dxa

aGsad
Bsxd

]Asxad
]xa

= sBsxdAsxdd−`
+` −E

−`

+` dxa

aGsad
Asxad

]Bsxd
]xa .

Substituting Eq.s26d in Eq. s24d, we get

kAla = Î x0

a Asx0
adrsx0,t0dÎ x

aWsx,tux0,t0d

+ Î x0

a S ]Asxad
]xa D

x0

rsx0,t0dÎ x
aDxaWsx,tux0,t0d

+
1

2
Î x0

a S ]2Asxad
s]xad2 D

x0

rsx0,t0dÎ x
asDxad2

3Wsx,tux0,t0d + ¯ . s29d

Let us introduce the following functions:

Pnsx0,t,t0d = Î x
asDxadnWsx,tux0,t0d. s30d

Using s30d and s17d, we can rewrite Eq.s29d in the form

kAla = Î x0

a Asx0
adrsx0,t0d

+ Î x0

a S ]Asxad
]xa D

x0

rsx0,t0dP1sx0,t,t0d

+
1

2
Î x0

a S ]2Asxad
s]xad2 D

x0

rsx0,t0dP2sx0,t,t0d + ¯ . s31d

Using s22d in the form

kAla = Î x0

a Asx0
adrsx0,td,

for the left-hand side of Eq.s31d, we can rewrite this
equation

Î x0

a Asx0dsrsx0,td − rsx0,t0dd

= Î x0

a S ]Asxd
]xa D

x0

rsx0,t0dP1sx0,t,t0d

+
1

2
Î x0

a S ]2Asxd
s]xad2D

x0

rsx0,t0dP2sx0,t,t0d + ¯ . s32d

The final step is an assumption that is usually called the
Kolmogorov condition.16,17 We may assume that the follow-
ing finite limits exist:

lim
Dt→0

P1sx,t,t0d
Dt

= asx,t0d,

lim
Dt→0

P2sx,t,t0d
Dt

= bsx,t0d,

and

lim
Dt→0

Pnsx,t,t0d
Dt

= 0,

where nù3. It is due to the Kolmogorov conditions that
irreversibly appear at the final equation. Multiplying both
sides of Eq.s32d by 1/Dt and consider the limit, we obtain

Î x0

a Asx0
adS ]rsx0,td

]t
D

t0

= Î x0

a S ]Asxad
]xa D

x0

rsx0,t0dasx0,t0d

+
1

2
Î x0

a S ]2Asxad
s]xad2 D

x0

rsx0,t0dbsx0,t0d.

Integrating by parts, we obtain

Î x
a]Asxad

]xa rsx,tdasx,td = − Î x
aAsxad

]srsx,tdasx,tdd
]xa , s33d

Î x
a]2Asxad

s]xad2 rsx,tdbsx,td = Î x
aAsxad

]2srsx,tdbsx,tdd
s]xad2 . s34d

Here we use
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lim
x→±`

rsx,td = 0.

Then we have the equation

Î x
aAsxadS ]rsx,td

]t
+

]srsx,tdasxdd
]xa −

1

2

]2srsx,tdbsxdd
s]xad2 D = 0.

Since the functionA=Asxad is an arbitrary function, then we
have the following equation:

]rsx,td
]t

+
]srsx,tdasx,tdd

]xa −
1

2

]2srsx,tdbsx,tdd
s]xad2 = 0, s35d

that is the Fokker–Planck equation for fractal media. This
equation is derived from the fractional generalization of the
average value and fractional normalization condition, which
use the fractional integrals. The Fourier transform of this
equation has the fractional derivatives. We consider the equa-
tions with fractional derivative in Sec. VII. Therefore this
equation can be called the fractional Fokker–Planck equa-
tion. The Fokker–Planck equation with fractional derivatives
we call Fokker–Planck–Zaslavsky equation, since this equa-
tion was suggested by Zaslavsky,9,2,3

VI. STATIONARY SOLUTIONS

In this section, we consider simplest solutions of the
Fokker–Planck equations for the fractal media. Let us con-
sider the stationary Fokker–Planck equation for fractal media

]srsx,tdasx,tdd
]xa −

1

2

]2srsx,tdbsx,tdd
s]xad2 = 0. s36d

This equation can be rewritten in the form

]

]xaSrsx,tdasx,td −
1

2

]srsx,tdbsx,tdd
]xa D = 0. s37d

Obviously, we get the relation

rsx,tdasx,td −
1

2

]srsx,tdbsx,tdd
]xa = const. s38d

Supposing that the constant is equal to zero, we get

]srsx,tdbsx,tdd
]xa =

2asx,td
bsx,td

srsx,tdbsx,tdd, s39d

or, in an equivalent form

] lnsrsx,tdbsx,tdd
]xa =

2asx,td
bsx,td

. s40d

The solution of this equation is

lnsrsx,tdbsx,tdd =E 2asx,td
bsx,td

dxa + const. s41d

As the result, we have the following solution of the station-
ary Fokker–Planck equation for fractal media:

rsx,td =
N

bsx,td
exp 2E asx,td

bsx,td
dxa, s42d

where the coefficientN is defined by the normalization con-
dition.

Let us consider the special cases of this solution.
s1d If asxd=k and bsxd=−D, then Fokker–Planck equa-

tion for fractal media has the form

]rsx,td
]t

+ k
]rsx,td

]xa +
D

2

]2rsx,td
s]xad2 = 0. s43d

The stationary solution of this equation is the following dis-
tribution function:

rsx,td = N1 expS−
2kuxua

D
D . s44d

s2d If asxd=kuxub and bsxd=−D, then Fokker–Planck
equation for fractal media has the form

]rsx,td
]t

+ k
] uxubrsx,td

]xa +
D

2

]2rsx,td
s]xad2 = 0. s45d

The stationary solution of this equation is the following dis-
tribution function:

rsx,td = N2 expS−
2akuxua+b

sa + bdD
D . s46d

If b=a, we get

rsx,td = N2 expS−
k

D
uxu2aD . s47d

If a+b=2, we have

rsx,td = N2 expS−
ak

D
x2D . s48d

s3d If asxd=kuxub and bsxd=−Duxu-g, then the stationary
solution of the Fokker–Planck equation for fractal media is
the following distribution function:

rsx,td = N3uxug expS−
2ak

sa + b + gdD
uxua+b+gD . s49d

s4d If the coefficientasxd is defined by

asxd =
]Usxd
]xa =

uxu1−a

a

]Usxd
]x

,

andb=−D, then we get the following stationary solution:

rsx,td = N4 expS−
Usxd

D
D .

Let us consider the Fokker–Planck equation for fractal
medias35d with asxd=kuxua andb=−D. The stationary solu-
tion s47d has the form

rsxd = S k

pD
D1/2

e−kx2a/D.

The general solution can be represented in the form

rsx,td = o
n=0

+` Î k

2nn ! pD
e−kx2a/DHnsxaÎk/Dde−nktAn,

where
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An =Î 1

2nn!
Î x

apsx,0dHnsxaÎk/Dd.

Note that

kxastdxas0dla =
D

2k
e−kt.

VII. FOKKER–PLANCK–ZASLAVSKY EQUATIONS

The fractional generalization of the Fokker–Planck equa-
tions was suggested by Zaslavsky in Ref. 9. These equations
have fractional derivatives and can be used to describe the
dynamical processes on fractals.2–4 The fractals can be real-
ized in nature as fractal media. Therefore it is interesting to
derive Fokker–Planck–Zaslavsky equation as an equation for
fractal media.12

We derive the Fokker–Planck–Zaslavsky equations that
have coordinate fractional derivatives in the dual space. The
Fokker–Planck equations for fractal media are equations
with fractional derivatives in the dual spaces“momentum
representation”d. Let us use Eq.s35d and the Fourier trans-
form F of the coordinates that leads us to the Reisz deriva-
tives.

Using Eq.s27d, we can rewrite the Fokker–Planck equa-
tion for fractal medias35d in the form with usual coordinate
derivatives]x=] /]x,

]trst,xd +
uxu1−a

a
]xsasxdrst,xdd

−
s1 − aduxu1−2a

2a2 ]xsbsxdrst,xdd

−
uxu2−2a

2a2 ]x
2sbsxdrst,xdd = 0.

Let us consider two special cases,s1d the coefficientsasxd
andbsxd are constant,s2d the coefficientsasxd andbsxd are
connected by the equationasxd=s1/2d]bsxd /]xa.

s1d If the functionsasxd andbsxd do not have the coor-
dinate dependencesa=k andb=−Dd, then we get the equa-
tion

]rsx,td
]t

+ k
]rsx,td

]xa +
D

2

]2rsx,td
s]xad2 = 0. s50d

This equation can be rewritten in the form

]trst,xd +
kuxu1−a

a
]xrst,xd −

Ds1 − aduxu1−2a

2a2 ]xrst,xd

−
Duxu2−2a

2a2 ]x
2rst,xd = 0.

The Fourier transformF of the coordinatesuxub leads us
to the Reisz derivatives15

Dy
b =

1

2 cosspb/2dS 1

Gs1 − bd
d

dy
E

−`

y fszddz

sy − zdb

+
− 1

Gs1 − bd
d

dy
E

y

+` fszddz

sz− ydbD
by the equations

Ffuxubrst,xdg = − Dy
br̃st,yd,

wherer̃st ,yd=Ffrst ,xdg. As the result we have the fractional
Fokker–Planck equation with fractional derivatives in the
dual space

]tr̃st,yd +
k

a
Dy

1−asiyr̃st,ydd +
Ds1 − ad

2a2 Dy
1−2asiyr̃st,ydd

+
D

2a2Dy
2−2asy2r̃st,ydd = 0 s51d

for the function r̃st ,yd. Here we use Ff]x
nrst ,xdg

=s−iydr̃st ,yd. Equations51d is a dual form of Fokker–Planck
equation s50d. As the result, we have fractional Fokker–
Planck in the dual space.

s2d After using the relation

asxd =
1

2

]bsxd
]xa , s52d

we get the diffusion equations35d in the form

]rsx,td
]t

−
1

2

]

]xaSDsxd
]rsx,td

]xa D = 0

with diffusion coefficientDsxd=bsxd. Here derivatives] /]xa

are defined by Eq.s27d. Using Eq.s27d, we have

]rsx,td
]t

−
uxu1−a

2a2 ]xsuxu1−aDsxd]xrsx,tdd = 0.

If the diffusion coefficientDsxd is described by the power
law

uxu1−aDsxd = guxub,

then we have the diffusion equation in the form

]trsx,td −
g

2a2uxu1−a]xsuxub]xrsx,tdd = 0.

The Fourier transformF of the coordinates leads us to the
following fractional Fokker–Planck equation with the Reisz
fractional derivatives

]tr̃sy,td −
g

2a2Dy
1−asyDy

byr̃sy,tdd = 0.

If b=0, then we have the fractional kinetic equation

]tr̃sy,td = Dy
1−asAsydr̃sy,tdd, s53d

whereAsyd=sg /2a2dy2. As the result, we get the equations
with fractional derivatives that have Fokker–Planck–
Zaslavsky form2,3 in the dual space.
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VIII. CONCLUSION

The application of fractals in physics is far ranging, from
the dynamics of fluids in porous media to resistivity net-
works in electronics. The cornerstone of fractals is the mean-
ing of dimension, specifically the fractal dimension. Fractal
dimension can be best calculated by box counting methods
which means drawing a box of sizeR and counting the mass
inside. When we graph lnsMd as a function of lnsRd we get a
value of aboutDm which is the fractal dimension of fractal
media. The mass fractal dimensions of the media can be
easily measured by experiments. The experimental determi-
nation of the mass fractal dimension can be realized by the
usual box counting methods. The mass dimensions were
measured for porous materials,19,20 polymers,21 and colloid
aggregates.22 Fractal models of porous media are enjoying
considerable popularity.23–27 This is due in part to the rela-
tively small number of parameters that can define a fractal
porous medium of great complexity and rich structure.

We suppose that the concept of fractional integration
provides an alternative approach to describe the fractal me-
dia. In this paper we prove that fractal media can be de-
scribed by using the fractional integrals. We consider the
fractional generalizations of the equation that defines the me-
dium mass. This fractional generalization allows us to realize
the consistent description of the fractal mass dimension of
the media.12 The fractional integrals can be used in order to
describe the dynamical processes in the fractal media. Frac-
tional integration approach is potentially more useful for
physics of fractal media than traditional methods that use the
integer integration. In this paper fractional generalizations of
the average value is derived. Using fractional integrals, we
derive the fractional generalization of the Chapman–
Kolmogorov equation. In this paper we derive the Fokker–
Planck equations for the fractal media from the suggested
fractional Chapman–Kolmogorov equation. Using the Fou-
rier transform, we get the Fokker–Planck–Zaslavsky equa-
tions that have coordinate fractional derivatives in the dual
spaces“momentum representation”d.

Note that the Liouville equation is a cornerstone of the
statistical mechanics.28–30 The fractional generalization of
the Liouville equation was suggested in Ref. 11. The frac-
tional generalization of the Liouville equation allows us to
derive the fractional generalization of the Bogoliubov equa-
tions, Fokker–Planck equation, Enskog transport equation,
and hydrodynamic equations. Using fractional analog of the
Liouville equation,11 we can derive the fractional Fokker–
Planck equation for the phase space.

Using the methods suggested in Refs. 31–33, we can
realize the Weyl quantization of the suggested fractional
equations.
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APPENDIX

In many problems the real fractal structure of matter can
be disregarded and the medium can be replaced by some

“fractional” continuous mathematical model.12 In order to
describe the media with noninteger mass dimension, we must
use the fractional calculus. Smoothing of the microscopic
characteristics over the physically infinitesimal volume, we
transform the initial fractal medium into a “fractional” con-
tinuous model that uses the fractional integrals. The order of
fractional integral is equal to the fractal mass dimension of
the medium.

A more consistent approach to describe the fractal media
is connected with the mathematical definition of the integrals
on fractals. In Ref. 34, it was proven that integrals on net of
fractals can be approximated by fractional integrals. In Ref.
11 we proved that fractional integrals can be considered as
integrals over the space with fractional dimension up to nu-
merical factor. To prove this proposition, we use the well-
known formulas of dimensional regularizations.10

The fractional continuous models of fractal media12 can
have a wide application. This is due in part to the relatively
small numbers of parameters that define a random fractal
medium of great complexity and rich structure. The frac-
tional continuous model12 allows us to describe dynamics of
a wide class of fractal media. Fractional integrals can be used
to derive the fractional generalization of the equations for the
fractal media.

Let us consider the regionW in three-dimensional Eu-
clidean spaceE3. The volume of the regionW is denoted by
VsWd. If the regionW is a ball with the radiusR, then the
volumeVsWAd=s4/3dpRA

3. The mass of the regionW in the
fractal medium is denoted byMDsWd, whereD is a mass
dimension of the medium.

The properties of the fractal media like mass obeys a
power law relation,

MsRd = kRD sD , 3d, sA1d

whereM is the mass of fractal medium,R is a box sizesor a
sphere radiusd, andD is a mass fractal dimension. The power
law relationsA1d can be naturally derived by using the frac-
tional integral. Let us consider the fractional generalization
of the equation

M3sWd =E
W

rsr dd3r . sA2d

Let us define the fractional integral in Euclidean space
E3 in the Riesz form15 by the equation

sIDrdsr 0d =E
W

rsr ddVD, sA3d

wheredVD=c3sD ,r ,r0dd3r , and

c3sD,r,r0d =
23−DGs3/2d

GsD/2d
ur − r 0uD−3,

ur − r 0u =Îo
k=1

3

sxk − xk0d2.

The pointr 0PW is the initial point of the fractional integral.
We will use the initial points in the integrals set to zerosr 0

=0d. The numerical factor in Eq.sA3d has this form in order
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to derive the usual integral in the limitD→ s3−0d. Note that
the usual numerical factorg3

−1sDd=Gs1/2d /2Dp3/2GsD /2d,
which is used in Ref. 15, leads tog3

−1s3−0d
=Gs1/2d /23p3/2Gs3/2d in the limit D→ s3−0d.

Using notationssA3d, we can rewrite Eq.sA2d in the
form M3sWd=sI3rdsr 0d. Therefore the fractional generaliza-
tion of this equation can be defined in the form

MDsWd = sIDrdsr 0d =
23−DGs3/2d

GsD/2d E
W

rsr dur − r 0uD−3 d3r .

sA4d

If we consider the homogeneous fractal mediafrsr d
=r0=constg and the ball regionW, then we have

MDsWd = r0
23−DGs3/2d

GsD/2d E
W

uRuD−3 d3R,

whereR=r −r 0. Using the spherical coordinates, we get

MDsWd =
p25−DGs3/2d

GsD/2d
r0E

W

RD−1 dR

=
25−DpGs3/2d

DGsD/2d
r0R

D,

where R= uRu. As the result, we have Eq.sA1d, where k
=f25−DpGs3/2dr0g / fDGsD /2dg. Therefore the fractal media
with noninteger mass dimensionD can be described by frac-
tional integral of orderD.
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